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JlI do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as Iu tily as chan icl r in th
standing on his roost, if only to wake my neighbor up."
--H nry Da i

Swearing-in

Profe
By SARAH LOUDIN.Assiston Edi or

New SGA officers were swom in on Monday. April 8. The new officers are.
from left to right, Jonathan Shanks. vice-president. Paula Logan, treasurer.
Andrew Stonefield, secretary, and Trevor Tarleton, president.

Students Witne
Launch of
By ASHLEY GODWIN

Contlrbuting Writer

Seven Coastal Carolina students and
their professor traveled LO Florida at the end
of March to catch a glimpse of the shuttle
Atlantis taking off on the first space mission
of 1991. Jennifer Burton, Ashley Godwin.
Matt MOore, Genie Kokes, Tony Whiteman.
Raymond Genet, and Donna Radcliffe, accompanied by Professor Ballou Skinner,
viewed the long-awaited launching of
ASA'a 39th shuttle mis ion featuring the
deployment of the $617 million Gamma
Ray Observatory. The Atlantis, which remained in space for more than six days was
also host to the flTSt American spacewalk in
more than five years ..
The students began their two-day trip
on Thursday with an all-daylourofKennedy
Space Center's Spaceport USA and neighboring ASA facilitie . Beginning with the
Mercury Program enn y Space Center'
where all piloted spa mission have been
unched, including Gemini, Apollo, Skylab

and Space Shutlle flights. The center is
located on 140,000 acres of land and water.
Perhaps one of the most interesting
exhibits at Kennedy's spaceport is the Rocket
Garden, home to many authentic rockets
tracing America's space program. In the
Gallery of Spacefl·ght. which features actual moonrock, spacecraft. and other early
spaceflight paraphernalia, the group viewed
the actual Apollo cap ule capsule which
made hi tory in 1975 bv docking with the
Soviet Soyuz spacecraft wh ile in orbit around
Earth.
The tudents continued their journey
with a bus tour which took them to various
location within ASA's Kennedy Space
Center. Among the itc thc group vi ited
was the runway where on occa ion huttle
land amid tone 0 the nati n' larg t ildlife refuges. They xperien ed a imu ated
launch of the Saturn rock t from the I
where the Apollo lTO u lramed.

Continued o!, page 10

Daycare Nrgently Needed at Coastal
By R. H. MEIER
Contributing Writer

When problems arise in our society,
solutions are not far behind. The problem of
access for the handicapped was solved by
making all of the buildings at Coastal handicap-accessible and providing adequate
parking space. However, there are other
types of handicaps that the school has not
addressed yet. Working (and student) parents are one.
The pressures and stress of obtaining an
education are well known to most of the
students, and the faculty would also agree
that excelling in the academic world takes
some serious dedication. If you have children and your spouse works, or worse, if you
have no spouse, then you must rely upon
childcare. That means submitting an application to a childcare center or dayschootand
'/

waiting while ttl y test your child and consider them for admission. Of course, there
are rule~if your child has a runny nose or
a cough, you can not leave him or her at the
center, because they do not allow that
The federal government and many large
and small corporations are addressing this
problem by installing daycare in the workplace. The result of these programs is a
marked increase in productivity and efficiency in both business and the government
This has been attributed to the reduction of
stress placed upon parents worried about
their children's welfare or health.
Coastal students would benefit greatly
from the establishment of a child care or
daycare center, and the cost, which is a great
concern to administrators, would be negligible. Space is available (QED) in the
Student Center, and funding would be

Monk's Corner
by Ahaseurus
Signs, signs, everywhere a sign -and Myrtle Beaeh is notorious for its
neon, ubiquitous sensory overloaders. But
I'm not writing this article on such lawn
fertilizer, I'm turning my attention to
something a bit more dangerous and
ambiguous: the end of the world. The
other week, whilst reading a letter to the
editor in a loCal paper, I was reminded by
a righteous reporter that I (and everyone
else) had only to see the signs all around
to prove God's revelation was at hand; He
was laying out our course to the second
coming through the Middle East mess.
Two important things crossed my
mind then. First of all: what signs? Was
there some giantroadmap and noted spots
of Armageddon plastered out in the Saudia
Arabian desert? Had God granted the
writer a vision of things to come, much as
St. John had received his Revelation?
Had both these guys blundered crusaderlike into some strange Moslem sect and
received delusions of grandeur through
the drug-induced haze of hashis.h? (The
Hashishim are another article entirely.)
What in the world does all this mean?
It means that humans are continually
creating culture (& technology & mass
communications & mass culture &
popular culture), and in turn are being
shaped by our shared signs and symbols.
All of this fonns a sort of shield for our
protection and survival, taking place of
our instincts and providing the way for
the society to mature and grow.
What distinguishes humans from
animals is our ability to contemplate and
use signs. One great example of our

ability to use signs (sueh as these printed
words) combined with inflections and
moods and punctuation, all serving to
attempt to explain the concepts, signs and
symbols that we think of. However, this is
not so straightforward and definitive as
one might think. In a dictionary, there are
given many different explanations for what
a word can mean, and these definitions
differ from dictionary to dictionary as
they do from person to person. For example, the phrase "He's bad" can mean
many different things to different people.
Usually it depends upon the context and
time period when the phrase took place
for it to make sense and mean something.
If someone had written the phrase "Our
president will be a bad one" two hundred
years ago, would it really apply to today.
Well, probably, but how can we be sure
whose president it is, what he is president
of, and what kind of bad will he be?
Michael Jackson bad, maybe?
So suppose a book is written thousands
of years ago, reworked, translated into
several languages, passed around by many
different sects, subjected to Church canonization (and probably reworded and
translated again -- before there were infallible popes even), passed aorund for centuries, and finally translated into English
by some Elizabethans who included a
certain joker named Bacon whom modern
critics debate over as having written some,
all, or none of Shakespeare's works.
"Revalation" is at best a tedious, ambiguous, redundant series of signs and
srmbol~ that copies its best imagery from

c;ontlnued on page

./

available if the project were handled car~
fully.
_.
Picture this: The psychology department could integrate a lab time to be spent
by students who are taking the child and
general psychology classes. Rather than
incorporating this into the curriculum, which
might be difficult, the school could submit
the daycare center, as applicable under the
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), as a
source of additional income for the student
and give credit for the course as an elective
like the journalism department does for the
student publications. A permanent or semipermanent staff of qualified students could
be funded through the federal work-study
program, which could draw a large selection
of applicants from the nursing program here
at Coastal.
There is a defmite need for child care
here. What the exact scope of that need is
cannot be statistically determined at this
time as there is no accurate survey available.
The findings of the initial research and interviews for this article on campus showed that

a majority of the nursing students here are
parents dependent on daycare. Most professed the desire for.a daycare center here so
that they could see their children, which is
difficult if they are in a daycare center in
MyrtIe Beach or elsewhere. The num ber of
students in other curriculums with children
con nat be accurately assessed but it is not
inconsiderable.
The administration has done an admirable job looking after the welfare of the
students. They have taken steps to make
Coastal a healthier Rlace by limiting smoking to very specific areas (great praise as it
comes from a smgker). They have created
an environment that is aesthetically pleasing as well as ergonomically sound. Maybe
they can tackle the issue of childcare with
the same efficiency and am ve at a beneficial
solution. That is, if they understand that it is
an issue.
Students who need facilities such as this
should vocalize their opinion. Necessity is,
after all, the mother of invention and in this
case, the catalyst for change.

Dealing With Stress
-

By MARY GUNTER
Staff Writer

It's that time of year again, when five
research papers are due, along with three
tests and two extra projects, all in the same
week. Your family is busy planning its
annual reunion to be held at your house.
Your best friend's boyfriend feels the two of
you are not spending enough time together.

you must deal with them one at a time.
Conflicts can only be resolved once they
have been confronted. Each issue must be
analyzed and broken down so that you can
proceed with other things. Once this has
been done, you will feel relieved and more
equipped to study without being distracted.
A third suggestion is to take a break.
Learn some relaxation techniques or do

"Become assertive and believe in yourself. If you
are prepared~ nothing can stand in your way."
You are tired and you do not know where to
begin. You are a victim of stress.
Some stress is not harmful, but too much
can make you sick because it breaks down
your immune system. What should you do?
First, it is always best to get organized.
Make a schedule of the available time that
you will have. Compile a list of everything
that you absolutely have to do and let the
little things go. Place the items in order of
importance. Set realistic goals and accomplish them at a comfortable pace. Do not try
to cram for cumulative exams overnight
Spend thirty minutes to an hour reviewing
the material before you go to sleep. Read
over it again the next morning to make it
fresh in your memory.
Secondly, you must get your priorities
in order. If family pressure, your job, and
friends are causing additional strain, then

something that you enjoy. Getting away
from your problems for even a short amount
of time can be very refreshing and can
provide you with the extra energy you need
to read the last three chapters in your history
textbook.
Finally, you should develop a positive
attitude about your exams. View them as
being a challenge that you will be prepared
to conquer. Place enough confidence in
yourself and your abilities to realize that you
can handle whatever you face. Become
assertive and believe in yourself. If you are
prepared, nothing can stand in your way.
When exams are over take some time to
enjoy yourself. Do all of the little things that
you did not do. Go on a trip or take some
time off from work. Make yourself happy
and you should be fully recovered from the
stress attack.
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"Welcome ,
yWor
By STUART AXELROD
staff Writer

When the semester draws to a close we
are again faced with stress as fmals approach. I thought it would be interesting to
see how some of our teachers dealt with
stress when they were students.
The question asked to each professional
was "How did you deal with stress as finals
approached when you were in college?"
Joseph Mazurkiewicz director or
counseling services - "While everybody was
getting nervous and drinking coffee, I would
playa round of golf the day before exams. It
really helped"
Joyce Parker, associate professor of
English - "I went outside to a park or just
took a long walk around the campus. ature
itself was relaxing for me."
Douglas elson, professor of marine
science and geology - "One of the .ways I
relieved stress while at the University of
Minnesota was to plan caving trips. You
couldn't do it while you were studying for
finals, but you could plan for it"
Jill Sessoms, assistant professor or
English - "Sleep -- it was the only alleviation for stress. I never reaUy felt much
stress. I did my work throughout the semester so fmals were not major."
Richard Collin, professor of government - "This might sound arrogant, but I
never worried about an examination. I knew

I would pass and pass relatively well. and in
my generation of students whether I got an
A or a B did not make a great deal of
difference. "
Gerald Boyles, proressor of business
administration - "Exercise and workouts
helped greatly."
Gerald Groves professor ofEnglisb"When I took an examination, I expected
stress. I just accepted it completely. In
many cases, I welcomed the agitation. It
stimulates the mind and keeps you alert, so
the stress is fine. "
Preston McKever-Floyd, instructor
or philosopby and religion - "Two things
most helpful for me were warm baths and
long walks. and sometimes reading a novel,
something that was totally different from
what I was studying. Stress is like watering
a lawn. You are standing on the hose while
trying to water the lawn. You cut all your
water off. Everything that's there, you cut
off. Wherea. if you have done proper
studyjng and reading during the semester,
then it's there and what one needs to do is to
relax in order to allow it to come back. n
In closing, one way I have found to
reduce stress is not to lose your textboo
the last week of classes. It seems that some
students like to sell other students textbooks
for fmancial gain
Have a good summer and may the force
be with you.

Dear Editor
1 am compelled to reply to
iecheJ:t' article Blood nd Progf
which appeared in the April 9 editi n ofTh
Chanticleer. In it he vi idly dcscri
assault on a defen ele pine root
My intention arenottoatlac thecharacter of M . Wiechert, for I am certain tha
he is a congenial per on ith good in ntions. However, I found her article to
little more than a piece of ensationali m
that strives, intentionally or n t, to incite
guilt into those who read it. 1 find it alarming
that environmentali ts have to re ort to intimidation tactics in order to gel peopl to
listen to what they have to say.
The implied proponents that
Wiechert speak of belong to a grass-roo
philosophy known as 'deep ecology." Those
4

who subscribe to thi particular mindset
often call themselves "eco- arrior. The
basic premises of deep ecology are that
progress is the neme is of the earth, that
humans hould realize their in ignificance
in relation to nature, and that we ould all
revert to living in wood ,or at least living as
simply as can be. The undercurrents of thi
anti-progress auitud ree
hat of th
Catholic church's position during the Dar
Ages. And we ha e learned from hi ry
that thi period was the result 0
ular
acceptance of anti-rational principle and
how those principles sought, ultimatel • to
destroy the pirit of mankind.
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Help Protect Sea Turtles
By KARIN WIECHERT
staff Writer

Summer is approaching and the sea turtles have already
begun to return to South Carolina's coast to nest This is
usually an event to look forward to but it has begun on a
dismal note this season. The Sun News has already reported
that three dead loggerheads have washed ashore in onI y a
four-day span. And the season has just begun!
World-wide, only a little over a half dozen sea turtle
species are known to exist today. Of these, the loggerhead
is the only regular visitor to our coast The loggerhead is
listed by the federal government as threatened, meaning its
numbers are declining and it is expected to be added to the
endangered list in the near future. All other sea turtles,
including the leatherback, hawkskill and green sea turtle,
are already considered endangered.
Loggerheads mate at sea and the females usually come
ashore between May and September to nest. Because the
animals are very heavy and awkward on land, they often
wait for the very high tides of new and full moons so that
they can swim in closer and have less beach to cover before
reaching the dune line where they lay their eggs.
The female uses her long flippers to dig a hole 18 to 25
inches deep, in which she lays around one hundred and fIfty,
soft-shelled ping pong ball sized eggs. After covering them
with sand, she makes the long journey back to the water,
leaving the eggs to incubate unattended.

After 60 to 75 days, the young begin to hatch and make
their way to the surface. Slightly larger than silver dollars,
they are drawn toward the ocean by the glow of phosphorescence in the waves.
Many fall victim to predators such as racoons, sea gulls,
ghost crabs, and, of course, man. Often confused by the
lights of traffic or beach houses, some do not make it to the
water quickly enough and collapse from exhaustion, only to
be found by the hot morning sun which brings slow death by
dehydration.
For those that make it to the water, the danger is not
over. They are frequently preyed upon by large fish and
even sea birds.
Of the approximately 90 percent that hatch, it is estimated that only about one percent survive to adulthood.
Little is known about the life of the loggerhead once it
has left the coast It is believed that they head for the wann
water of the gulf stream where food is more abundant
Young loggerheads, around three years old or dinner
plate size, have been spotted around the Azores, but for the
most part their lives are a mystery.
All sea turtles, including the loggerhead, are protected
by federal law . It is illegal to interfere with a sea turtle in any
way. This includes disrupting nests, handling hatchlings or
adults, and collecting eggs, pieces of eggs, or dead turtles.
Humans are the sea turtle's greatest enemies. Adults
often drown in shrimp nets, get caught on discarded fishing
line, and they also are injured by boat propellors.

Sea turtle nesting grounds ~ often replaced by beach
houses and ocean front resorts. Hilton Head Island was once
a loggerhead nesting ground and until a year ago, Frip Island
also boasted one. But when rock walls were built to prevent
beach erosion, the sea turtles stopped returning. This kind
of "beach protection" project, known as rip-rapping, is
possibly the greatest threat to the loggerhead. Rock walls
are an impassable obstacle for a nesting female. If unable to
return to her nonnal nesting ground, she may choose a less
safe place or not nest at all.
Federal laws to protect endangered species can only
work if people help to enforce them. The Wildlife Department can not monitor and protect every sea turtl~ nest We
all need to get involved.
Keep informed of local ordinances to protect sea turtles
and what you can do if you learn of a nesting ground that is
being threatened. If you are someone you know has a beach
house, remind them to keep their porch lights off from May
to September. It is easy to do and it may save many young
turtles.
If you see anyone interfering with a nesting turtle,
hatchling or eggs, explain to them to them why it is important to leave them alone or call the authorities. If you should
fmd an injured sea turtle or need help protecting hatchlings
from someone, contact the department of wildlife or Mike
Horton of the Coastal Council.
Remember, most tourists do not know anything about
sea turtles, so it is our job to protect them.

Saving the Environment is Everyone's J ~b
By KARIN WIECHERT
Staff Writer

The United States government lists 1,128 species on
their endangered list. Of those, 606 are in the United States.
The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission's Division of Wildlife Management estimates that 50 species are
being completely eradicated from the earth every day, and,
at this rate, we will have lost one-fourth of our current
wildlife by the year 2000.
The consequences of the loss of even one or two species
can be catastrophic to any ecosystem, and the delicate
balance of the food chain can be completely destroyed by
the loss of one link. Such prolific animals as rabbits are
dependent on natural preditors, like coyotes, wolves and
birds of prey, to keep their numbers in check. Without
predators, they can multiply by many times in a single
season. Overpopulation can cause overgrazing which can
lead to the destruction of the grasses that protect the ground
from erosion. Unprotected, the top soil washes away,
leaving barren and infertile soil, in which very little can
grow. Without plants to eat, herbivores die off or move
away (if there is anywhere to go), and, without their droppings to replenish the topsoil, there is little chance the area
will recover. Without foliage or herbivores, the remaining
carnivores are lost Meanwhile, the topsoil that washes
away fouls lakes and reroutes rivers. The result is destruction
of the lake and river ecosystems, and flooding.
This scenario may seem extreme or exaggerrated. and,
in many cases, human intervention prevents things from
escalating to such a degree. But it does happen, and once an
ecosystem is destroyed, even with our help, it is not likely
to come back in our lifetime or our children's or even their
children's. That is why environmental protection is

everyone's business. We are all affected by it, without
exception. Extinction of a species is not the problem of a
few soft-hearted do-gooders who want to save some exotic
animals for posterity. It is not an alien thing that takes place
only in Africa or the rainforests of South America. It is not
the responsibility of a faceless scientist in a distant laboratory in some far land. It is our problem -- yours and mine.
Global warming, flooding, expanding deserts, and acid rain

"Extinction of a species is not the
problem of a few soft-hearted dogooders who want to save some
exotic animals for posterity.
II

all have roots right here in our own back yard, and it happens
because we let it Everyone takes a part in the protection or
destruction of the environment. Nobody remains neutral,
no matter how they may feel about it We cannot blame it
on politicians if we don't know the issues or we don't vote.
Wecannotblameiton big business when we continue to buy
their products. If you do not support an environmental
group with your money or your time, you are as much to
blame as anyone when their efforts fail. The Middle East is
burning and Prince William Sound is an ecological disaster
area because we like our cars and we are not willing to pay
for the cost of a little prevention at the gas pump. Intema-

tiona! Paper Company is poisoning Winyah Bay with dioxin, a waste product of the process that whitens paper, but
how many of us are willing to go out of our way to fmd
unbleached paper towels, tissue or coffee filters?
If you are not doing your part to protect our environment, you are inadvertently doing your part in destroying it
Protecting the environment does not have to be difficult You don't have to chain yourself to a smoke stack or
demonstrate in front of city hall. Those things are important,
but the only reason they are necessary is because people fail
to do their part at the personal level.
Many of you will be returning home for the summer,
possibly to another state. There may not be anyone at home
to remind you of the importance of caring for the environment It is far too easy to ignore the problem, sit back, and
hope it will go away by itself. - But it won't. It needs you.
South Carolina is not the only state with environmental
problems and environmental groups to combat them. Check
your local area for Audobon and Sierra Club chapters close
to home. They can help keep you updated and help you fmd
ways to protect the earth that fit your lifestyle. Little things
like recycling your trash, car pooling, and being aware as a
consumer can make all the difference.
For those of you who will be staying in South Carolina,
our local Audobon chapter meets the first Thursday ofevery
month upstairs in the Student Ce... ter at 7:30 p.m. The
Winyah chapter of the Sierra Club meets the second Monday of every month in the educational building of the Belin
Methodist Church on Highway 17-Business in Murrells
Inlet at 7:00 p.m. Both groups welcome visitors and new
members. Hope to see you there. Have a good summer.

ENTERTAINMENT

"The Glass Menagerie'
Presented at Wheelwright

o
Continu d

By SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

This past weekend, Coastal presented ~ennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie." The play is the story of
Amanda, her two children Laura and Tom, and a certain
gentleman caller. Jim. Amanda was a southern belle in her
youth and now resents her fading beauty and the disappearance of her husband. She tries to regain her dignity through
her daughter who is extremely shy and very nearly antioeia!. Laura's life revolves around her glass figurine
particularly a unicorn. Tom is the sanest of the group and t.he
narrator. He cannot take the pressures of his family,
however, and goes the way of his father.
The play was directed by Charles Whetzel with the .
scenography done by Ken Parks. The set was airy with lace
cascading to the ground where walls would have been. Even
the photograph of the absent husband simply hung in the air .
as if defying gravity. The lights and music followed the
theme set by the scenographer. Lighting was low and faded
when moods became pensive. The music was either low
jazz or sorrowful violins, giving the dialogue a sing-song
quality.
Excellent perfonnances were delivered by Auburn Aubum Boyd (Laura) and Doris Hudson (Amanda)
Boyd as Laura, Doris Hudson as Amanda, Michael Kelly a
rehearse a scene for Coastal's production of DThe
Tom, and David Ru sell as Jim.
Glass Menogerie. u

Confessions of a C
By CAROL NICHOLS
Contributing Writer

Hello, my ~e is Carol Nichols ... and I am a C
addict. It is only now, after months of therapy with C
Anonymous, that I can admit to having this problem. For a
long time, my family and friends pleaded with me to get
help, but I wouldn't listen. You see, I was too buty listening
to CNN to really pay them much attention.
My story, of how I became an addict, is a simple one.
It al1 started with the Persian Gulf crisis. I was already
teetering on the brink of addiction because regularly
watched "CrossfIre," ''Larry King Live," "The Capital
Gang,'" and "Business Week" anyway. But the Gulf War
pushed me over the edge.
As the war news escalated, so did my disease. I became
completely "hooked." I watched CNN as I did the cooking,
the laundry, the ironing, the cleaning. If I was on the
telephone, I constantly interrupted my conversation with
"Hold on, I want to hear this... ", or·'Wait a minute, did you
hear what they said?" Eventually people quit telephoning
me.
My son was the first to complain. H I had to take him
somewhere, I became annoyed because I would miss 15
minutes of CNN. He grumbled about the news on the
television all day, every day. Then I began to hide my
addiction. When my son would enter the room, I would
quickly change the station and pretend to be watching
something else. Naturally I turned the channel back to C
as soon as he would leave the room, and then congratulate
myself on how cleverly I had fooled him. I would wait until
his bedtime, then I would creep into the living room, turn on
CNN and stay up until the wee hours of the night watching,
always watching, continuously watching, alone, late at

J

night, in the quiet, and in the dark.
I was getting worse. Purple circles were appearing
under my eyes from the lack of sleep. Well, my parents got
in on the act. They were now siding with my son, and were
puuing the pressure on me to getaway from "all that wartaI
and watch something different." By now my speech had
assumed the qualities of a military strategist I was slinging
around more combat jargon than Dick Cheney himself.
Finally, I hit rock bottom. That's right, I became... .' an
SPICY OR MILD
infonner." aturally, I con idered myself an authority on
the subject. First, I would see someone, and then run up to
A BIG eRA! GE FRO
them and begin babbling about Saddam Hussein, Baghdad,
TIlE ORn M<.Y
Kuwait, Collin Powell A-lOs, oil weBs, and on, and on, and
FAST FOOD TASTE.
on! Friends began avoiding me.
CO PLEMENT YOUR EAL:
Then, the worst thing that could possibly happen happened. The war ended. There was no more war new . Oh
• Hcmemade biscuits • Sandwiches & Nuggets
• Beer battered onion nngs • Com
no! What was I going to do now? I'll tell you what I did. I
• Com muffins • Cajun-style rice • BSO beans
panicked and developed the shakes! That was when my
• Cole sla • Chicken gumbo st
family insisted that [join CNN Anonymous. I was stunned
to see so many people afflicted. I had no idea that there were
so many of us out there.
Attention
They proved to me that I indeed had a problem, but with
therapy I could overcome this insatiable desire for General
on any purchase with Coastalldentifionnan Schwartzkopfand his Gulf War updates. They also
cation.
convinced me that I didn't really want to throw a pie at the
Iraqi ambassador, Abdul Tariq-Azziz.
My progress has been siow. but I am geuing better. I
I
OFF
~ ala
...
10FF I
still watch "CrossfIre," "Larry King," "The Capital Gang,"
10- ___ ......
J
and "Business Week", but now I can occasionally enjoy an
:. -:-...=:"
episode of "Matlock," or "Murder. She Wrote." My progI
nasis is extremely hopeful. After all, I've kicked habits
I ExJ'ira May 31. 199~1~;_~=~
before. You see, I once was addicted to the Weather .....iiii..iiii-iiiiiii-iiiiiii-iiii-iiiiiii-iiii-iiiiiii-iiii-iiiiiii-iiii-iiiiiiii-iiiiiiii-iiii-iiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii=1
Channel!
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ENTERTAINMENT

Joe Bob Goes to the Drive-In
By JOE BOB BRIGGS
Once again -- this is so amazing -- there was absolutely
no overlap between the winners of the Drive-In Academy
Awards and the fake Academy Awards they just had in
Hollywood. This is getting so ridiculous that I think they're
trying to embarrass themselves. The year after Arnold
Schwarzenegger won his fourth consecutive "Best Actor"
award in the Hubbies and was retired from active competition and given the "Joe Bob Briggs Lifetime Achievement
Award," he was seen on the Oscar telecaast, and he's been a
big hoo-haw celebrity ever since. They're always about five
years behind the drive-in-going public.
Anyhow, the good news is that we had a record number
of voters in the Hubbies, and I counted almost all of the votes.
I refused to count any ballot that had a Kokomo, Ind.,
postmark, due to Kokomo's notorious rejection of the DriveIn Academy Awards ceremonies last year and the ensuing
scandal. I won't go into it here, because it hurts my feelings.
The actual award, which is engraved on a 1968
Oldsmobile hubcap, was given out during ceremonies at the
Ozona Truck Stop and Indian Museum in Ozona, Texas,
with entertainment by Stephanie "Mack Truck" Higginson.
So let's get to it. The first category:
BESTFU
The runners-up are:
The mountain-climbing stunt in "Delta Force 2," with
Chuck Norris rappeling up and down that cliff in South
America
The exploding hooker scene in "Frankenhooker. "
Green Martians who dance like the Pips and sing
"Macho Man" in "Martians Go Home."
Closeup of a guy cutting offhis own face in "Nightbreed. "
And the winner is ...
The triple-explosion dynamite-shack car crash in
"Peacemaker." I've never seen more stuff blown higher in
the sky in one car stunt in my life.
BEST DIALOGUE
The runners-up are:
David Knell in "ChopperChicksinZombietown." Jeez,
Dad, maybe if you don't eat anybody , nobodyl1 notice you're
a zombie."
Phoebe Legere in "The Toxic Avenger III: The Last
Temptation of Toxie": "I don't mind being blind; I'll never
have to see ugliness, or poverty , or pollution , or the C~evrolet
Nova."
Anita Morris in "Martians Go Home": "A meatloaf in
the shape of a tree is surprisingly festive."
Tommy Sledge, in "Lobster Man From Mars," who
inspects giant lobster tracks and says, "It means that either he
escaped, or he walked backwards from the horizon to commit suicide in thisbonfrre."
And the winner is ...
Annie Ross, in "Basket Case 2": "1 understand your
pain, Belial, but ripping the faces off people may not be in
your best interests. "
BEST DIRECTOR
The runners-up are:
William Peter Blatty, "The Exorcist III"
Frank Henenlotter, "Basket Case 2" and
"Frankenhooker"
John McNaughton, "Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer"
Kevin S. Tenney, "Peacemaker"
And the winner is ...
Adam Simon, "Brain Dead"
BEST BAD GUY
The runners-up are:
Brad Dourif. in "The Exorcist III," as the Gemini Killer,

M

The famous ·So many legs, so little time scene from IFrankenhooker," the most popular drivein movie of 1990.
a really mean psycho dude in a straitjacket and a rubber room
who's possessing the bodies of mental zombies and telling
them to scissor off the heads of priests, nurses, and young
children.
Billy Drago, in "Delta Force 2," as the drug kingpin who
wears a Japanese kimono all the time, for saying "Take her
to my bedroom -- fiTSt give her a beautiful bath -- get rid of
the baby."
Danny Nelson, in "Blood Savage," as Jake the junkyard
car mechanic who runs tourists off the road, drags their
bodies into his bam, hooks them up to old carburetors and
Chevy engines, and removes one organ at a time so he can
sell'em off to My Favorite Martian.
Robert Scott, "Snake Eater," as Junior, one of the
sleaziest pond-scum psycho hillbillies ever portrayed in the
movies, for dressing up in a bear suit and saying "Your
dream man's here, and he's come to change your life!"
And the winner is ...
Tom Towles, as Otis in "Henry: Portrait of a Serial
Killer," for saying "You want a beer?," and as Cooper in
"Night of the Living Dead," for stealing the TV, barricading
himself in the cellar, slapping his wife around, and screaming "You bunch ofyoyos!"
BEST ACTOR
The runners-up are:
Noel Peters, in "The Invisible Maniac," as a nerdy
psycho physics professor giving himself invisible-man serum injections so he can sneak up on blonde cheerleaders
and rip their blouses off.
Randy Quaid, in "Martians Go Home," as a thememusic composer for TV game shows. who accidentally
summons billions of green-skinned standup comics from
outer space.
Michael Rooker, in "Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer,"
as Henry, for saying "Guns are easy to get -- I can make a
phone call and get a gun -- anybody can get a gun, Otis" and
"Oh, yeah. That's right. I stabbed her."
Kevin van Hentenryck, in "Basket Case 2," for making
the second movie even after he died in the first one, for
having even a more disgusting scar on the side of his body
where Belial was cut off, and for slowly going crazy as he
says "I just wanted people to think I was norma!!"

And the winner is ...
Lorenzo Lamas, "Snake Eater," for some excellent
body tattoos, for sailing head-fiTSt through a roadhouse
window, getting beer pored in his lap, and saying" So this is
what happens when you breed a human with a tree" and
"Those mutants know a lot more than they're saying."
BEST ACTRESS
The runners-up are:
Christina Applegate, "Streets," as a 16-year-old hooker
with a heroin habit, who says "B y the way, you dm forget it
-- I don't do ~x with friends."
Catherine Carlen, in "Chopper Chicks in Zombietown,"
as the leader of the Cycle Sluts, for saying "You're the Sluts!
Try and a~t like it!"
Nicole Eggert, adual role in "The Haunting of Morella, "
as the daughter who's been hanging around out at Mom's
tomb with a Ken-doll lawyer from town, unaware that her
evil lesbian tutor is feeding the house servants to Mom's
glowing skeleton and getting her ready for the ultImate
makeover, and as the mom who wants to live again in baby
daughter's tody and show Daddy the real meaning of the
word "hen-pecked."
Riba Meryl, as Janis Joplin in "Beyond the Doors," for
porking up for the role, shooting up with heroin, belting out
a couple tunes Janis-style, and saying "I go out and make
love to 25,000 people, and then I go home alone."
And the winner is ...
Lezlie Deane, "Girlfriend From Hell," as the sensible
girlfriend who decides she can probly just kick the stuffings
out of the guy from Purgatory and eventually force him to get
rid of his devil girlfriend.
BREAST ACTRESS
The runners-up are:
Ginger Lynn Allen, the porno star, in "Back to Hollywood Boulevard," for being such a great actress that she
successfully portrays a virgin.
Isa Andersen. the demonic ex-wife from hell in "Night
Angel" who plans to tum the whole world into scx-crazed
zombies by posing for the cover of Siren, a high fashion
magazine, and putting a lot of subliminal messages in there
like "Have sex with the cleaning lady today."
Melissa Moore, "Vampire Cop," as a TV reporter with

NEWS
Grant Named
Undergrad
of Year
By BEN GLEASON
Managing Edittor

The undergraduate student of the year
award is an annual award given by Omicron
°Delta Kappa (ODK) to the freshman or
sophomore who best exemplifies leadership
. and academic excellence.
This year's award was given to Patricia
Grant, a sophomore from Virginia who now
resides in Aynor.
The award was presented to Grant by
Patsy Alexander, President of ODK, at the
Advisor's banquet held in the Student Center overflow on April 8. Grant was urprised
to win the honor for she was unaware that

she had been nominated.
"I was completely shocked when Patsy
called my name. Ies such an honor to be
recognized by my peers," Grant said.
In Grant's four semesters at Coastal,
she has been involved in a wide variety of
activities, ranging from Student Government Association secretary to co tume designer for three play productions at Wheelwright Auditorium.
Grant's leadership role include memberships in the Returning Students Association, Education Club, Campu Union, The
Chanticleer, Concen Choir, Gospel Choir,
Choir Ensemble, and Phi Eta Sigma. Grant
has also made the Dean's Li t for three
consecutive semesters and the President's
Li t twice.
G~t cWTently has grade point average of 3.977, and i the mother of four.
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Coastal Carolina College graduate stu- USC al 0 offer cour at Co tal leading
dents may chedule appointments for ad- to the M.B.A. degree an the m
r of
visement, to be held April 22-26 from 3:00 engineering degree.
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Televi ion instru tion in some di iGraduate tudents who take advantage plines provides an alternative to traditionru
of the early registration period may avoid c1assroom in truction. TV in truction is
the lines during June registration and will offered on dosed-circuit tel vision through
enjoy a better selection of classes.
ETV or on tapes.
No bill will be mailed for summer
For further infonnation about regi tracourse .
tion and eligibility requirements, contact the
USC graduate courses are offered at graduate office Monday through Thursday
Coastal in the areas of education, between 8:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. or Friday
librarianship, English, mathematics, psy- between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. or call 448chol ogy , history, government. art educa- 1481, 347-3161 or 546-0234, e ten ion
tion, journalism, social wor~ public health 2671.
administration, and several other disciplines.

Marine Science for
Junior Scholars Offered
Submitted by Public Relations

Marine Science for Junior Scholars, a
program conducted through the department
of marine science, will be held June 16-29 at
the college.
The program provides two weeks of
intensive exposure to the various aspects of
marine science for top rising ninth-and tenthgrade students from South Carolina. Since
the program's inception four years ago, more
that 120studenLS have participated in eitensi ve field, laboratory and classroom work
while studying the biological, geological,
chemical and physical processes of South
Carolina's shores.
For scientific excursions, students have
access to Coastal's 32-foot research vessel.
Ms. Coastal. Laboratory analysis is completed back on campus under the supervision
of marine science faculty.
Participants stay in the residence halls
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Graduate Registration
SubmItted by Public Relations

Apri12

on the Coastal campu . Student supervi ion
will be provided by the project taff, including 24-hour supervi ion by counselors and
faculty residing in the dorms with the tudents. The fee for the program i 750.
To apply, an application must be received by April 30. To be eligible for the
program, students must be 14 year old by
June 16 and have been identified as a junior
scholar by their schools.
Financial assistance i available' an
$18,000 grant from the State Department of
Education has been received to help facilitate the participation of qualified students in
the program.
For an application or more infonnation,
contact projcct director Amy elson at44 1481,347-3161 or 546-0234 extension2228
or 2219.

®~~a~lf® lf~
The Office of Studen Activities is accepfina applications
for Orientation Assistan s.
Four orientation sessions are
scheduled:
Jun 16-1 ; ul 14-1 ;
July 2 - 0; Au
1 -20 .

Application Deadline i

av 6.

1991.

Patricia Gra

for more infonnafon con act
the Students Office. R
206 in he Student Cen er.
onday - Friday 8:30 a m. 5:00 p.m.
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Senior Job Fair

Submitted by Public Relations

Coastal Carolina College is hosting "Job
Fair For Seniors" in the graduate and continuing education center on Saturday, April
20, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m: The event
is free and open to the public.
Co-sponsored by the school of graduate
and continuing education and the Waccamaw
Area Agency on Aging, "Job Fair for Seniors" provides an opportunity for those
who are age 55 and older to meet representatives from area businesses that hire older

adults as full-time, part-time and volunteer
employees.
Mini-seminars on topics such as age
discrimination and job interviewing will
also be held.
.
The Waccamaw Area Agency on Aging is a division of the school of graduate
and continuing education at Coastal.
For more information, call the
Waccamaw Area Agency on Aging at 4481481, 347-3161 or 546-0234, extension
2132.

Microwave Popcorn Does Damage
Reprinted from the January 1991 issue of
the Tufts University Diet and Nutrition Letter

Zap it in the microwave during a commercial and you'll have enough to last an
entire movie. No wonder Americans spend
more than $860 million each year on
microwaveable popcorn. But some of them
are getting burned.
That's what happened to a 29-year-old
New Jersey man who peered into a bag fresh
out of the microwave to see whether all the
kernels had popped. A surge of steam rushed
into his right eye, scalding the outer layer so

severly that a visit to the hospital emergency
room an hour later showed his vision had
deteriorated to 20/50 from the 20/20 it was
before the accident. The same thing happened to an 18-year-old woman. Upon
peeking into a just microwaved puoch, she
was hit with a burst of steam that burned the
cornea of her left eye as well as her eyelids.
Fortunately, both people recovered their
vision. But the message is clear: Open bags
of microwaved popcorn or any other sealed
microwaved foods carefully, directing steam
away from the face or skin.

Phi Eta Sigma
Inductees:
Katina Alford
Lawrence Allen
Brenda Bailey
Teasha Bass
Melinda Burst

Usa Laughlin
Angela Mcfee
Janice M()Ody
Cedia Moore
Katherine Moree
Nancy Carle
Gary Phillips
Usa Colvard
Tony Prince
Susan Connelly
Kimberly Quinn
Alan Eastman
Paul Richmond
Cindy Fordham
Lewis Shannon
Carol Geoff
Renee Weatherwax
Claire Hammond
Kristine Wegner
Anna Hollis
Stephanie Westbury
James Huffman
Diana Williams
Donna Jacobs
Alison Wood
James Woodcock

NEWS
Students Attend Marine Bent c c
By DONNA RADCLIFFE

portant role in breaking down the abundant dead material in
sediment This recycling of nutrien is nece sary to all
systems
because the energy produced at th urf ce by
Meetings are important to the scientific community
plants
is
transported
down to the bottom.
becau e they give researchers an opportunity to present
Koepfler
compared
the production (am unt of organic
their work and receive feedback. For students, it is a chance
by
organi
m ) of bacteria to the total
mauer
ynthe
ized
to learn how to present their research most effectively, as
system
production
to
di
cover
th ir importance to th ecowell as to meet people who may eventually hire them or
system.
He
found
that
ometime
b cteriaaccountforl %
~ccept them into graduate school. For researchers and
of
the
total
production
occurring
in the sediment Thi
students alike, it is a good opportunity to learn of new
bacterial
production
suppo
on
of the large t finfi h
development in their fields. Recently, faculty and students
indu
tries
in
Texas
.
. from the marine science department attended regional sciKoepfler's work will be publi hed iliis summer in th
entific meetings.
Marine
Ecology Progres Series.
Dr. Eric Koepfler, Dr. Chris Marsh, Amy elson, and
Marsh
took tudents to th meeting so that th y could
Julia \Vilcox, along with seven students from Coastal, went
see
example
of scientific re arch. H feel iliat he "can't
to the annual Marine Benthic Ecology meeting in
teach
students
anything by telling them. They have to
Williamsburg, Va. The event typically lasts two or three
shown.'
For
thi
reason, he li e to get tuden~ involved in
days and provides a good forum for faculty and students to
undergraduate
research
projects. "I'm pIe ed with th 'ay
present their scientific research. Topics can range from
(the
meeting)
wenl
Our
studen were more a tive in
microbial organisms, such as tiny bacteria, to macro organprograms
than
mo
toth
rcollege
tuden thereand
isms, such as crabs.
Kocpfier gave a talk on the role of bacteria in food webs LO gel more out of it"
Linda Cermak, a marin biology major is on of th
within sediment. He received a post-doctorate fellowship
tudents ho attended th meeting. She feel it as a good
from the University of Texas to study this aspect in Laguna
Madre, Texas, one of the few shallow, very saline e tuaries ~ experience to see what scien e i really all about. ~'If I
weren't graduating, I'd go again."
in orth America.
Another group of faculty and tuden attended the
Since this system is so shallow, bacteria play an imStaff Writer

Classified
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Submitted by the office of career placemen

Computer Major - Salary based on experience, flexible

hours, develop Lotus and Symphony programs using Macro ,
Myrtle Beach area.
Receptionist - Salary $4.50 + use of health spa, 9:00 a.ffi.4:00 p.m. Sal and Sun., Surfside Beach area.
Clerical - Salary $5.25-5.75, 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Mon.Sun., flexible hours, need good office and customer skills,
Murrells Inlet area.
Data Entry - Salary based on experience, 12:00-6:00 p.m.
Mon.-Fri., must love computers, Pawleys Island brokerage
business.
Accounting Clerk - Salary negotiable, 1:00-5:30 p.m., 3-5
days a week, Pawleys Island area.
Summer Camp Employment - Pee Dee area, see part time
job book for details.
Service Agent - $4.85/hour, 20-30 hours/week, flexible
days, valid S.C. drivers license, Myrtle Beach area.
Lemonade Vendor - $4.75 + $.25/hour bonus, part time,
Myrtle Beach area.
Stock Person - Morning and afternoon, salary negotiable,
full time until Labor Day, Myrtle Beach area.
Counter Person - Pay varies with experience, flexiblehours
and days, Myrtle Beach area yogurt store.
Part Time Stock Person - $4.50 to start, flexible mornings
or evenings, must be over 21, Myrtle Beach area beverage
store.
Pharmacy Clerk - Conway area, pay to be determined, 1520 hours/week.
Front Counter/Cooks - $4.50/hour, 30-day raise, Myrtle
Beach area pizza place.
Assistant Activities Director - Pay to be determined, 30
hours/week, Myrtle Beach area beach and racquet club,
light typing, working with children, planning activities June
- Sept
Banquet Help, Waitress/Line Girls, Kitchen Help, Cook!
Dishwasher - Pay to be determined on each position, hours

and day flexible, Mynle Bea h area resort hOlel.
WaiterslWaitr
Hosts-MynleBea harea, wai
n
$4.50/houranda i tanthost 5.00-6.00/hour, eeparttime
job book for more detail.
ocial Director - Pay $200/wee + based on experience,
Mon.-Fri., no evenings, orth Myrtle Beach area.
Sales Clerk - Pay based on experience~ hours and day
flexible, Barefoot Landing area.
Detailer - Pay 5.00-6.00/hour, see part ti me job boO for
more details.
Retail ales - Pay $5.00/hour, hours and day flexible,
Waccamaw Pouery area, full time for summer.
Gift hop - $4.75 + .25 bonus, hours and days flexible,
Surfside area waterslide, full time for summer.
ales People (8) - 5.00/hour, hours and day flexible,
Restaurant Row area.
Visual Merchandiser - Pay depend on experience, hours
and days flexible, full and part time, In) t Square and
Briarcliffe lall areas.
un lovers - Sales, Pay 5.00 + commission, hour 10:
a.m.-7:00 p.m., open 7 day a wee ,mu t love working in
the sun.
Candy Maker - 5.50-6.50/hour, 40 hours/wee , Galleria
Shopping Center.
Inventory - $4.25/hour, 6:00-10:00 am., Wed., April 24,
Briarcliffe Mall.
Marketing - The right summer po ition, UH HUH! Spend
this summer implementing fun market events for Pep i.
Must be hardworking, outgoing, organized, and professional. Write: Pepsi Team, c/o Camp Dimen ion ,Inc.,
1500 Walnut Suret, 19th floor, Philadelphia, Penn. 19102·
or call Deborah or Tracy at (215) 732-1 00.
State Par s - Waterfront directors, lifeguard recrcators,
naturalists, etc., must be 18,livingquartersprovided. rite:
South Carolina Stale Parks, Spring and Summer Employment, 1205 Pendleton St., Columbia, S.C. 29201.
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Students Present
Reseacrh Projects

NEWS

Shuttle Launch Continu~d
tour also included a stop where the students viewed the two away to vibrate.

launch complex pads, both occupied by space shuttles preAs the students watched the solid-rocket booster burnparing for flight. From this same site they viewed the out and separation, the shuttle was clim bing at an altitude of
massive crawler transporter. The transporter, which is half 4,200 feet per second. After the shuttle had disappeared
the size of a football field and weighs 6 million pounds, is from sight, they were able to trace the serpentine trail of
used to move the space shuttle and its mobile launcher smoke downward to where Atlantis made its incredible
platform, which have a combined wight of 11 million leapinto the heavens.
pounds. With tracks as wide as an eight-lane highway, the
The students were particularly impressed with the launch
transporter's maximum speed is one m.p.h. with the space of Atlantis because of its mission. A crucial element of this
shuttle atop. The tour ended with a visit to the Vehicle ftrst shuttle mission of 1991 was the deployment of the
Assembly Building, (V AB). The VAB covers eight acres Gamma Ray Observatory, one of what NASA terms the four
and has a volume of 129 million cubic feet; by volume it is "Great Observatories," permanant observation facilities to
the second largest building in the world. Here shuttle be launched into Earth's orbit by the end of the decade. This
orbiters are serviced and outfitted with their payloads be- mission, also known as STS-37, hosted the first spacewalk
tween missions, and then assembled with rocket boosters in more than five years. The spacewalk, ftrst conceived as
before launch. Also, on display at the VAB is the awesome an extra activity aboard the shuttle not crucial to the mission,
Saturn V rocket. The Saturn V, which launched the Apollo became crucial after the Gamma Ray Observatory failed to
II mission to the moon, stretches longer than a football field unfold completely during deployment After the successful
and is the lagest rocket ever made by man.
spacewalk and deployment of the observatory, the shuttle
The following day the students arose early and prepared remained in space three more days, conducting experiments
for the launch of the Atlantis. With special passes that in preparation for construction of Space Station Freedom.
Skinnerreceived from NASA, the students were able to view The students watched happily as the Atlantis returned safely
the launch from the closest distance that non-NASA em- home on Thursday.
ployees are allowed, approximately four miles away. With
It was unanimously agreed that the trip to Kennedy
the weather cooperating, after an eight-minute delay, the Space Center was an experience of a lifetime. From visiting
two enormous talents who will do anything to get that fast- Atlantis ignited at 9:26 am. Upon liftoff, billows of smoke the Spaceport space museums and touring NASA shuttle
breaking story about hookers being murdered by ahuge encompassed the entire launch complex as the shuttle angled facilities to watching the actual launch of the space shuttle
seaward, rising through patches of low-lying clouds. Only Atlantis, the students were able to experience the past,
bullet-proof man with fangs.
Patty Mullen, a fooner Penthouse Pet of the Year, as after about45 seconds was the group able to hear the shuttles present, and future of space exploration. All agreed that
"Frankenhooker," for staggering down 42nd Street with journey upward. 'The full impact of the sound was felt almost never before has an educational experience been so exciting!
suture marks allover her body and giving new meaning to physically and was so intense, it caused the earth four miles
the phrase "Wanna date?"
And the winner is ...
Clare Wren, "Steel and Lace," as a blonde tnmsistorhead bimbo in a leather mini-skirt who squeezes her thumbs
through one guy's neck, flings a nerd's head through a
twirling helicopter blade, drills a hole the size of a bowling
P.O. Box 1954, Conway, S.C. 29526
ball through a man's chest while kissing him, and plays
TJ,e, t~~/u, is a student publication of Coastal Carolina College.
classical piano in her spare time.
\.
~
BEST FLICK
.;;:::
The runners-up are:
"Brain Dead," the story of what would happen if a man
decided to keep a whole lab full of pickled brains that used
to belong to paranoid schizophrenics, so he can figure out
Business Manager
Staff Writers
how to stick incredibly long needles into the brains and turn
Barbara Ahrens
Stuart M. Axelrod
looney people into perfectly respectable game-show hosts.
Sports
Editor
Editor
in
Chief
Clayton Brown
"Darkman," the story of a scientist who's working on
the ultimate plastic surgery discovery -- making skin in a test
Wayne White
Brian McGuire
Patricia Grant
tube -- but gets half his face blown off by some gangsters
Photographers
Assistant Editor
Mary. Gunter
who like to collect human fingers in a box and so he has to
Bill Edmonds
Sarah Loudin
Michael Matthews
learn to build synthetic-skin "Mission: Impossible" fake
Tim Dillinger
Managing Editor
Donna Radcliffe
faces that last 99 minutes at a time.
Rod
Kincaid
Benjamin
Gleason
Debbie Rahn
"Delta Force 2," proving once again that all it takes is
one helicopter full of American kung-fu masters to solve
Typists
Copy Editor
Brian Rogers
any problem in the universe, including wiping out a South
David M. Schulz
Susanne Viscarra
David M. Schulz
American drug dealer whose idea of a good time is to kill
Amber French
Adviser
Susanne Viscarra
babies because their mothers don 't harvest the coca leaves

Submitted by Public Relations

Three psychology majors at Coastal Carolina College
presented their research projects at the South Carolina
Psychological Association meeting held in North Myrtle
Beach on March 22.
Kimberly D. Beverly, a senior from Conway, presented ''The Relationship Between Alcohol Abuse and
Disinhibition Scores."
Tracy Anne LaSalle, a senior from North Myrtle Beach,
presented "The Effectiveness of the Commitment Technique on Aluminum Can Recycling."
Senior John Liddle of Surfside Beach presented "Color
Association to Mood in Second-grade Elementary School
Students."
LaSalle received an award for outstanding research
presentation among the students participating in the conference from Coastal, The Citadel, Converse College, Francis
Marion, Medical University of South Carolina, and USC
Columbia Students were required to submit research
papers prior to the conference for consideration.

Joe Bob Continued

Tie e!to.l(t;ef'e,e~
e~al(t;efee~ cftafl

Circulations Manager

fast enough.

"Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer," first movie in
history to get an X for "moral tone."
And the winner is ...
"Frankenhooker," the romantic story of a man whose
fiancee gets Cuisinarted by a runaway lawn mower, and so
he's reduced to shopping for body parts on 42nd Street by
selling crack that makes the heads of hookers explode.
The peoples choice! Most popular drive-in movie of
the last five years!
Was there ever any doubt?

Eric Gibbs

Linda Schwartz

Keaman Weaver
Karin Wiechart
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NEWS
A A Fig t a
Aga"n tA
g sGr p
The American Medical Assoc· ati n (A A)
it'
ready to fight bac against animal rights grou , c aim· ng
they are scaring students a ay from tudying ien .
Beginning in April, lheAMA ill stageaserie ofn
conferences around the country to comp ain abo t nimal
activists' efforts to SLOP the clas
m u e of an· mal .
The AMA and other medical group have 1 n complained that "animal rights groups" are impeding ien'
research and frightening the scienti ts themsel e .
In 1989, the Knoxville, Tenn., police issued a nat! wide alert claiming they had infonnation tha "terron '
were out to kill deans of campu eterinary medical SCh<x>ls
as revenge for using I animals in experiments.
Activists at the uni ersities of Arizona, Penn y vani
and Oregon have, over the 'ears, p y ically fO en in 0
campus labs, destroying research eq ipment and 4'li rating" the caged creature they found the~ .
Researchers hope the AMA media blitz ill help turn
public opinion their way while activi try to to sc I
from letting science students di sect animals in cla .
"Ourconcemiswhetherorno t.beyo thofth' co n
is really getting the straig t ory re arding the u
animals in teaching," said William Jaco , an AMA
Animal acti ists repl that scienti
urage tudents' interes in ience by
dissect animals.
"We feel animals are not educational
"exp· ned
Sue Brener, education director for Poop e for th
Treatrnentof Animals (PETA). 'Sensitive
tmned off to science careers."
PETA, Brener added, published a report I
purporting to detail inhumane treaunent 0 animal
businesses that supply schools ith animal for d·
While the current AMA press conferences tar
ementary and secondary school educatio last Oc
association accused PETA and other animal-righ
of mounting a campaign of terrorism again
research and teaching on college campuse .
"We're never going to catch up ith the Japan e and
theGermansifwedon'tgetmorepeop einto ience, 'd
Morton Silberman, assistant director tor th health i
center at ~mory University.
Animal ac;ti "Ij sts make students think
business," Silbennan said.
~'Tha ' s such a strange argument," res nded
y
Ring, founder 0 Students for the Ethical Treaunen 0
Animal at the Uni ersit of California a Santa Cruz.
"There's not an animal rights group ho
Id
science is wholly a bad thing," he contended.
to
Both Ring and Brener ay the wan tea
videos and computer simulation to demonsrra an m
instead of animal dissection.
"Dissection i no longer a rele ant educati al
1,'
Brener asserted.
Silberman di agreed, dding a comp
teach skills like surgery oranticipateho org i ti
respond.
''The need for animal i there," h said.
in
standpoint of biomedical f arch the
J

Salary Offers "Very
Conservative"
Business cut back on their recruiting visits to the
nation's campuses in March, and made "very conservative"
salary offers to the students to whom they did offer jobs, the
College Placement Council (CPC) reported April 2.
The recession forced many fInns to "re-evaluate" their
hiring needs this spring, said the CPC, which tracks trends
at campus placement offices around the country.
Salary offers in March were an average of 1.8 percent
below those made to members of the class of 1991 last
September, the CPC said.

Students Protest for
Minority Faculty
Students at more than 30 law schools around the counboycotted classes on April 4 to convince administrators
to hire more women and minorities to teach.
"It is time for this school to open its doors," said Villa
Drazdys, a law student at Harvard, where about 50 students
occupied the school's administration building.
On April 3, tenured engineering professor James H.
Williams, Jr., began the frrst of what he promised would be
weekly fasts to protest Massachusets Institute of
Technology's lack of black faculty members and its treatment of black students.

The U.S. Dept. of Defense bars homosexuals, and
forced another Washington student out of an ROTC unit in
1990.
Schwitz said he had not misled ROTC, claiming that
when he first entered the program in 1988 he had no yet
realized he was homosexual. He adds he would like to fulfill
his ROTC obligation, and "serve as an openly gay man in the
United States Air Force."

Court Orders
Pay for Date

an to

Civil Court Judge Beverly Cohen ordered John Sieh,
identified as a "law student" in the city, to pay $161.46 for
I}is half of a September date with Dierdre Fahy that bombed.
Sieh had promised to pay for a hotel room during a
weekend in ew England while Fahy had agreed to pay for
a rental car. It turned out, though, that Fahy had to foot the
hotel bill, too. Fahy then sued to recover the rental charges.
"He seemed to me to be a very rigid person," Judge
Cohen said. "I might have identified with the claimant and
thought, 'if I have to spend a weekend with him ... '"

try

ROTC May Expel
Gay Student
The Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
reportedly is about to expel Washington University of St
Louis student Robert Schwitz from its program and try to
force him to repay $45,000 in scholarship money after
fmding out Schwitz is a homosexual.

Faculty Salaries
Slightly

•

se

College teachers' salaries rose to an average of $43,720
during the 1990-1991 school year, a 5.4 percent increase,
the American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
reported March 28.
At the top end of the scale, full professors made an
average of $56,210 while instructors, at the bottom of the
scale, averaged $26,090, the survey of salaries at 2,210
campuses found.
After figuring in inflation, however, the raises were not
enough to keep teachers' buying power from declining 0.6
percent, the AAUP added.

Florida Police Claim
Giant Haul of Fake
IDs
Police officers confiscated almost 2,000 fake or borrowed driver's licenses during the first four weeks of the
Spring Break season, the Horida Division of Alcoholic
Beverages and Tobacco (ABT) claimed March 29.
The confISCations, the largest number for the time
period on record, suggested that underaged drinkers may
changing from buying bogus IDs to borrowing licenses
from older friends.
'This year particularly, I didn't no 'ce that many fake
IDs," said ABT Sgt George Herrera, who has been patrolling Key West this spring. "Most kids were using somebody
else's real driver's license."
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Women's Softball Boasts of Multiple"Awards
By WAYNE WHITE
Sports Editor

The Coastal Carolina softtball
team stole the show, not to mention
most of the hardware, at the Big
South Conference Softball Banquet
this past Thursday.
Coastal placed four players on
the Big South All-Conference team
and garnered the Coach of the Year
award.
Coach Jess Dannelly, who led
this year's team to the school's
first ever 40-win season, was
named the Big South's Coach of
the Year for the second time in the
last three seasons.
Leading the Chants' all-conference parade was right-handed

pitcher Michelle Hall. The sophomore shooter ranks second in the
nation in wins with 31, and first in
saves with 5. Her overall record
this season stands at 3 I -11 with a
0.72 earned run average. In two
seasons at Coastal, Hall has posted
a 51-24 record with 7 saves.
Designated hitter Beth Park
garnered all-conference honors this
seaon after hitting .381 during the
regular season, ranking her 55th in
the nation. Not bad for a freshman.
Speaking of freshmen, second
baseman Michelle Minton, who
also stars on Coastal's women's
basketball team, received league
honors after leading the team and

"The alums gave us a good stomping
the last time this game was played, so
this is our chance to redeem ourselves."

Michelle Hall

Tennis & Women's Golf Wrap-up

PLAY BALL!!
The Alumni Association is
challenging the faculty and
staff to a softball game at the
softball field on Tuesday,
April 30, at 5:30 p.m.
Hamburgers and hot dogs
will be ~erved at the Faculty
House after the game.

placing 21st in the nation with a
.420 bauing average.
At first base, Michelle Byrd
continued Coastal's string ofhaving the Big South's top player at
first Byrd, who made the allconference team last season as a
freshman, follows Susette S tone in
Coastal's line ofall -conference first
basemen. Stone, who finished her
career last season and is serving as
anasssistantcoach this season, won
all-league honors as a junjor and
senior.
In the outfield, J ami Long won
all-conference honors in right field
with a .366 batting average and
only four errors.

while the men's team placed fourth.
The women's team, which entered the tourney with a
Sports Editor
19-6 overall record, finished behind Davidson and Campbell
for the third spot. Rhonda Wray and Lana Flowers were
Women's Golf...
both named to the all-conference team.
Coastal Carolina's Kim Chase led the Lady Chants to a
Wray defeated Natasha Ruth of Davidson in the first
second place finish in the 1991 Big South Conference place No.4 singles match 6-3, 3-6, 7-6 (8). Flowers,
Women's Golf Championshops by placing second indi- competing in the first place match of the No. 5 singles,
vidually with a 36-hole total of 165.
defeated Sarah Melson of Davidson 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
This total left Chase just one shot behind this year's
In other singles action for the Lady Chants, Claire
medalist Catherine Rheine of Winthrop. Chase, led by one Hammond won her third place No.3 match, Laura Peterkin
stroke going into the final round, but shot an 82 while placed fifth in No.2 singles, Nikki Sudowski placed third in
Rheine shot an 80 to capture the title.
No. 3 singles, and Susan Bervy placed second in o. 6
Other Coastal finishers were Maria Barker (4th, 174), singles. In doubles action, Hammond and Peterkin finished
Kate Atkinson (6th, 197), Sue Tollefson (9th, 182), and fifth in No.1 doubles, the No.2 team ofWray and Sudowski
Nickie Gainey (10th, 186).
placed third, and the No.3 team of Bervy and Flowers also
placed third:
The men's team, which finished the regular season with
Tennis ...
a 22-3 overall record, placed Tor Henocksson on the allCoastal Carolina's women's tennis team placed third in conference team. Henocksson defeated Dragan Laxarevic
the Big South Conference tournament held in Augusta, Ga., . of CampbeUto win the number four singles.

By WAYNE WHITE

I

Gliwski Takes Title
By WAYNE WHITE
Sports Editor

Coastal's Trevor Gliwski
capped the 1991 golf season by
winning the 1991 Big South
Conference Men's Golf Championship.
Gliwski, who led the Chants
to a fourth place finish in the
t01,U11ament, shot a 54-hole total of 217 to win by one stroke
over last year's medalist .Paul
Tomlinson of Winthrop.
Gliwski and Tomlinson were
tied going into the final round,
but Gliwski shot a one-under
par 71 on the 6,705-yard Kieth
Hills Country Club in Buies
Creek, N.C., to take the one
stroke victory.
Other Coastal finishers were

Trevor Gliwski
Daved Errity (15th, 230), Lenny
Lasinsky (15th, 230), Charlie Walters
(24th, 239), and Jeff Racher (29th,
243).

Coasta
Garden City
Beach Hosts
Regional Bout
By BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-Chief

The National Scholastic Surfing Association held a surfmg competition on April
13 at Garden City Beach. The contest was a
host to surfers of all ages, including Coastal
students.
• The competition, which began early in
the morning, lasted almost until sundown.
The skies were overcast, and there was a
strong wind. The adverse weather accounted
for a choppy ocean, but there were some
fairly large waves.
Six Coastal students placed in the top
eight in the regional contest in Garden City.
Stoney Cantor finished second overall. Lee
Bonifey followed with third. Gresh Meggett
earned fifth, and Richie Williams followed
closely with a sixth berth. Curt Rein and
Larry Pollin from Coastal tied in the eighth
position along with Todd Crawford from the
College of Charleston.
Coastal surfers currently lead the 19901991 Carolinas Conference of the National
Scholastic Surfing Association with a collectivepointaccumulationof5,733.27. This
point total is a tally of the entire season that
began on September 29, at Carolina Beach,
N.C. Stoney Cantor, Coastal junior. placed
frrst overall, and Gresh Meggett placed third
in that competition.
The other schools in the top four in total
points are UNC-W (4,591.43), Trident Tech
(1,749.97), and the College of Charleston
(813.90).
Meggett, a Coastal junior who placed
fifth in the Garden City contest, was happy
with the outset of the day. "It was fun," said
Meggett. "At least we had waves. Sometimes we get out there and the ocean's flat."
The Coastal students competed in '.he
men's open heats. Meggett said that the
local students surf together. "We're just a
bunch of friends that surf together and have
a good timc."
After a good day of waves at Garden
City, Meggett said, "It's fun to compete
against fricnds, as well as guy from other
chools that we don't get to surf with mu h."
As a re ult of surfing expcrti e, two
Coastal surfers have already been mvited to
compete in an Eastern Surfing As ociation
(ESA) conte t hcld at Folly Beach, S.C.
from May 3 through 1ay 5. Ston y Cantor
and Lee Bonifey will be packing their b g ,
loading up their boards, and heading for
Folly Beach to compete in th ESA.

Some of the Coastal surfers present at the
Garden
Beach Competition are pic ured

The NSSA: An association
for Local Scholar Surfers
Compiled By BRIAN McGUIRE
Editor-in-Chlef

The ational Scholastic Surfing Association (NSSA) is a nonprofit organization founded in Huntington Beach, Calif., by six surf
coaches in February, 1978. They were intent on promoting surfmg
as a worthy sport for high school and college students. Interested
primarily in education and improving the image of the sport, they

set out to create one of the rno t influential
counuy.
The aim of the SSA i to in tall in th
'11
America pride in their spon and th
association believes that scholasti achi
hand with urfmg.
SSA objecuve are: ) to pro id qualit prQgram' 2)
promote scholastic achie emenl and cultural e chan
. 3
increase our membership and school team • and 4 to in
public expo ure to -the spon.
The SSA structure cons'

Gresh Meggett survey t e a es as he p epores 0
conquer the rough surf. egge finis ed fifth In he men
open competltio .
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Hello sports fans, and welcome to the
last edition of the old article that I pride
myself on so dearly. Don't sigh though
guys, I have two more years at this fme
institution of higher education. Enough of
my psychobabble, and on with the show!
As I sit behind the old Smith-Corona on
the eve of the Foreman-Holyfield fight, I am
somehow taken back to the time when I told
my dear old' Dad that I could whip his ass.
He just looked at me with that same humorIn the last issue I was talking about all
0us, but yet serious look that George is
of
the
upcoming sporting events, and I was
walking around with and told me something
remissed
by not noting "The Run For The
that still haunts me today. The old man said,
Roses",
The
Kentucky Derby. The fact that
"Boy, you may be bad, but you'll never be
I
forgot
the
race
doesn't bother me as much
badder than me." Somehow I still believe
as
the
reason
that
reminded me of the annual
hime a little bit, but I would love to try just
dash
at
Churchill
Downs in Louisville. As
for the sake of knowing. I would love to see
some
of
you
surely
know, the most recogthe older Foreman take it to Holyfield, but
nizablejockeyofthemodern
era Bill (Willie)
I'm scared that Dad would get on the first
Shoemaker
was
involved
in
an automobile
thing smoking out of Chicago (He damn
accident
which
has
left
him
paralyzed.
It is
sure isn't going to ride a train due to the rail
reported
that
"Shoe"
fell
asleep
at
the
wheel
strike) and come for what would be the
beating of his ]ife. For that matter, everyone of his Ford Bronco and crashed down a
going home for the summer would have to ravine near his home in Southern California.
put up with their old man-eating and talking- The report also will probably taint a stellar
trash ala George. It is a funny scenario, but career, because Shoe was legally drunk by
one that you know would be played out one California standards. The diminutive jockey
morning when you have the mightiest of reportedly had a couple of beers after a
hangovers and you just don't want to cut the round of golf and was supposed to meet an
grass. All in all, I hope George crushes "aquaintance for dinner, he never made it
Evander, and all of our fathers will have For the 4' II shoemaker who weighs only
enough sense to enjoy the moment in silent 98 lbs., t.h combination of those two beers,
ecstasy so out Mothers can continue to live and the changing of the time to daylig'ht
in peace and go on with their nonnallives. savings were the contributing factors in his
paralysis. You see, he was usually in bed by
That's for you Dad!

Time Out For Sports
with BRIAN ROGERS
8:30 in order to start his day at the Santa
Anita Racetrack by 4:00 a.m. I am not
defending, nor am I playing up the incident
for something that it is not; no, I am just
saddened by another person who has to
suffer the consequences of an unfortunate
accident. Let's all wish Shoe the best, and
let's also remember this the next time we get
behind the wheel after a couple of casual
drinks. That goes for me especially.
Somebody break up the San Diego Padres! Yes, the team that no one follows by
me, has the best record in baseball. I know
hindsight is 20-20, but God, I now wish I
would have included them in my picks for
the NL West Oh well, they are my sentimental favorite, but I'll stick with my original picks. I bet the Chicago White Sox hope
they don't have to open a new ballpark for a
long time to come after being severely
spanked in their home opener at the new
Commiskey Park 16-0 by the Detroit Tigers. Speaking of the Tigers, they will
probably lead the bigs in both strikeouts and
homeruns this year. With perennial-slug-

ger/whiffers Michey Tettleton, Cecil Fielder,
Pete Incaviglia, and Rob Deer in the same
lineup, there should be a nice breeze at Tiger
Stadium throughout the summer. Roger
Clemens is 3-0 with a 0.36 ERA, 27 strikeouts
in 25 innings pitclied, and he has walked
only one batter all year. No, he's not worth
$5 million a year. There have already been
some stellar perfonnances this year but the
best has to go to South Carolina native
Dwight Smith of the Chicago Cubs. On
opening day, Dwight, with his Best Johnny
Gill impersonation sang a fine rendition of
our National Anthem. Just think, only 4 1/
2 months you'll have to wait for more
frivolous diamond notes!
Does anyone.. besides New York athletes care that Mike Lupica has left The
National to go back to the Daily ews? All
this means is that this jerk now will be able
to write his butcher shop column a little bit
clo er to the action in the "Big Apple."
Mike, lighten up, you're not God; you arc a
fascist liberal who is beuer suited for the
back page of a PTA newsletter than a real
sports column. I would leave the South ju t
to have the opportunity to take your job
when I graduatel That is saying something!
The final cheer of the week for this year
goes out to all of the athletes at Coastal as
well as around the world. The fact that we
compete in anything from basketball to Field
Hockey is a tribUte to the competitive spirit
that makes us human beings. With this in
mind, have a killer summer, and be ready in
August for another edition of the colwnn!

Coastal Che~~s!~~o~~E~}~ank 14 in the Country
By KIM GRANT
Contributing Writer

I

The Coastal cheerleaders have been
ranked fourteenth in a national competition.
The competition classified Coastal in division two, which included over 200 other
schools with total enrollments of 4,000 to
8,000. Cheerleading squads from around
the nation sent in video tapes for the judges
to view.
Kim Grant, head coach , Coastal' s
cheerleaders, feels that all the hard work IS
finally paying off. "They spent an average
of thirteen hours per week perfecting their
sport," Grant says.
The squad's training regiment consists
of running, lifting weights, organizing practice, swimming, aerobics, and practicing
stunts with their respective partners.
The Coastal squad consists of two
coaches and twelve cheerleaders.
Lisa Emanuele, entering her fourth year
as a cheerleader at Coastal, was captain of
the squad and has been chosen as captain
again for the 1991-1992 season. She is an
accomplished choreographer and dancer
from Maryland. Lisa is also a staff member
for the Eastern Cheerleaders Association.
Shelby Riddle, entering her second year
as a cheerleader, was a finalist in the Miss
Coastal Pageant

York, is entering her second year as a Coastal
cheerleader. Stolmaker is also a staffmemberwith Universal Cheerleaders Association.
Wendy Hall, a graduate of Conway
High School, is entering her second year
with the squad. Hall is a former nationallevel gymnast and All-American cheerleader.
Christine White, a Virginia native, is a
former captain of her high school
cheerleading squad.
Stephanie Lawrence, entering her second year as a Coastal cheerleader, is a staff
member for the International Cheerlcading
Foundation. Lawrence is a transfer student
from Texas where she was a member of the
Longhorn'-s Women's Gymnastics team.
Ken McSorley, entering his third year
with the Chanticleer squad, was captain
during the 1990-1991 season. An Education major from New York, McSorley is
also President of the Physical Education
Club and a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Bradley Todd, a graduating senior, has
been with the Coastal squad for two years,
and he also served as president of the Spirit
Club. Todd plans to attend graduate school
at USC-Columbia.
Anthony LaRocca, entering his second
year as a cheerleader, was chosen as captain
for the 1991-1992 season. Originally from
New York, LaRocca is a member of Sigma

The Coastal Carolina Cheerleaders are pictured here in action.
Phi Epsilon.
Greg Addeo, also from New York, is
entering his second year as a cheerleader.
Addeo works with the intramurals program.
Chris MacDonald, entering his second
year with the squad, works on campus as a
lifegaurd and is a member of Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
Marc Gura, originally from Pennsylvania, is entering his fourth year as Coastal's
mascot, the Chanticleer.
Hal Mitchell, a graduating senior, is the
squad's volunteer assistant coach. Mitchell
plans to attend seminary in the fall.
Kimberly Grant, preparing to enter her

third year as head coach, is a Coastal graduate. She is currently attending graduate
school at USC-Columbia. A member of the
Eastern Cheerleaders Association, Grant
joined the athletic staff at Coastal in 1989
when she decided to bring in male cheerleaders.
Grant summarized her thoughts of the
squad that earned a ranking of fourteenth in
the nation, ''The cheerleaders began the year
as a group of gifted, hard-working individuals; and they ended the year as a close-knit,
talented team."
"All their hard work paid off," said
Grant.

INFO
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"It's Time to Dance'
By MARY GUNTER
Staff Writer

Who would have thought that dancing
could be good for many different things?
When you are at a local club, trying to
impress the opposite sex with some of your
moves, you may be helping yourself. Dancing-pTOvides you with a painless workout. It
may even help you to lose a few pounds.
~hile you are moving your body and feet in

that may be troubling. You are able to be
open and learn about yourself. Dancing
helps to improve learning skills because it
involves memory. Having to learn steps and
moves to do certain dances makes the brain
work.
Mainly dancing is meant for pleasure. It
gives you the chance to express what you are
feeling without having to say a word Dancing gives you a sense of strength and control.

By MARY GUNTE
Staff Writer

"Dancing gives you a sense of
strength and control."
.rhythm, you may be building coordination
skills, improving learning skills, and having
a good time.
Dancing requires you to synchronize
the way your body moves in time to music.
Developing skills that improve your balance become essential. The body's equilibrium stabilizes and you exercise muscles
that help circulation and respiration.
Dancing brings people closer together
and provides a perfect opportunity to meet
others. It also generates energy that is spread
from person to person. It puts you in a better
frame of mind and allows you to relax and
have a good time. Focusing your attention
onto dancing lets you forget anything else

Dancing should be appreciated as that
which it truly is, an art. It is part of every
culture and every society. It is a global fonn
of communication that is understood. It
involves a creative quality that all individuals possess. It helps people learn to like the
way their bodies move, without feeling
shame or embarrassment The body is
thought of as a source of satisfaction and not
as a center of problems.
So remember the next time that you are
out on the dance floor, you do not have to be
Fred Astaire or Patrick Swayze to be dancing the uright way." As long as you are
comfortable and are doing something that
makes you feel good, you are dancing!

Turn Before You Bum
Submitted by Destination Daytona!.
convention and visitors' bureau

Many college students who visit the
beach on sunny days do not realize how
strong the sun's rays can be. After only one
day of sunshine, they have a painful sunburn
that may ruin the rest of their trip-and their
skin.
Do not let this happen to you this year.
A conservative approach to sunning will
assure that your remaining vacation days
will be as pleasant as the rust And you can
go back to school with a healthy glow instead of an itchy peel.
Because southeastern states are closer
to the equator than many northern states, the
ultra violet rays are four times stronger.
This can mean you tan four times faster or
burn four times faster, depending on your
sun-sense. Local skin specialists, lifegaurds
and sun lotion manufacturers recommend
the following guidelines for sun bathers.
Day One: Use sun protection factor (SPF)
15 or higher everywhere skin is exposed,
especially on the face and delicate areas
where skin is thinnest and more sun sensitive.
Day Two: Continue with the same SPF you

used on Day one.
Day Three: If you started with a SPF higher
than 15, drop down to 15. If you started with
15, stay there one more day.
Day Four: Depending on your natural skin
tone and the color of your base tan, you may
move on down the SPF ladder as follows:
Very fair to fair - stay with SPF 15.
Fair to mediwn - drop down to SPF
10.

Medium to light tan - try SPF 10 or 8.
Deep tan to olive skin - use SPF 4.
Day Five and beyond: Follow day four's
advice for the rest of your stay. As your tan
increases, drop your SPF gradually so that
you maintain a beautiful tan with no burning
or peeling.
Always keep a higher number SPF on
your face. This prevents wrinkling later in
life. Zinc oxide in a rainbow of colors is a
fun alternative to lotion or oil. Pack skin
protectors in your oft drink cooler and
apply when cold to soothe hot skin.
One more tip: Take a break from the sun
for a day or two. There are also many indoor
activities and attractions in the summer time
when the sun gets too intense.

Have our rights been violated? Is thi
new idea of smoking only outside and in the
remote, isolated area of the student center
being taken to the extreme or is it a helpful
and necessary precaution? When first learning of this policy, I thought drastic measure
had been taken.
Personally~ eating lunch with my
smoking friends never bothered me. Then I
began to question other students and faculty
members to see how they felt about our new
rule. I assumed that this idea would anger
many, but I was greatly surprised. Most
smokers that I talked with did not seem to
mind this change. They did express relief
that they were still allowed to smoke outdoors. They would have been highly bothered if it was comp etely outla ed.
Some even said that they knew that this
habit was a personal choice and they felt
better knowing it would not effect as many
other individuals. This statemen really
made me think. How great is the harm that
cigarette smoke can place on nonsmokers?
I began to do some research. In a report
issued by the surgeon general, it clearly
states, "Cigarette smoking is the chief single
cause of death in our time." It is estimated
that 50 million Americans smoke. This
made me think even more.
Dr. Thomas Boyd encouraged everyone that smo ed to quit. He said, "It is I' e
giving people poison every day of their
lives.' When someone that you admire and

respect offer thi ad i e, yo pa clo r
attention. Cigarette sm e urcly could n
be extremely harmful to other. cou d it?
The huge smo e I d we ha een i
the Student Center and in th hall ay
n
linger in the building or ee s. The air
then contaminated ith pol] tan
cially benzene 'hich i well
for
causing cancer.
Smoking can harm others' n wa
never knew were pos ible. It can crca
sexual difficulties by pre entin eno gh
blood from reaching th genital. I
create a lac of vitamin C. It can deer;
fertility and male potenc . It cau
[ines and wri e to de e op at
age and it can discolor the
tone.
icotine first simula

cancer.
The more thought I gave to tho , the
more I decided that n
.. d

the restroom."

Biology Club Volunteers
Time for Earth Day
By SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor
~pril21, 1991 was Earth Day at Myrtle
Beach State Park. Clubs and organizations
gathered at the park to set up booths to
educate the public about recycling and
methods that the average person can use to
save the environment
Representing Coastal at
the gathering was the
Biology Club.
The Biology Clu
is a campus organiza
tion here at Coastal that
is very concerned with
the environment. They
are responsible for the
paper recycling bins
campus-wide. The club's president is currently Andrew Stonefield. with vice-pre ident Nicole Rutherford, secretary Leigh
Ledbetter, and treasurer Sean Torrens.
As their part 0 the effort to save the
plane~ the Biology Club chose to talk about
the rainforests. They assembled a four-page

.
flyer telling of the atrocities man has inflictedon the forests. The story on the front
page infonns readers that in the time it takes
to snap theit fingers once, an acre of rainforest
will disappear. The flyer goes on to tell of
the dangers of farming
on the land and mining
the land. Rainforests
arc self replenishing,
when they aredestroycd
0 that farming may
e place, the soil soon
omes useless without the forest to rep lenish ihe nutrients. Once
this happens farmers
often move on to destroy more forest.
Stonefield was asked why the club chose
to tell about the rainforests. He said, "It's a
subject that needs to be talked about. 0 one
talks about it We have to reach adults, if we
teach the kids, the forests will be gone by the
time they grow up. We have to do something now!
II
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FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION CONTACT GEOFF PARSONS, OFFICE
OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 349 -2054, OR VISIT
THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS PORTABLE
BEHIND THE SINGLETON BUIWING
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ENERGY

By DARREN STEEL
Contributing Writer

April
Drivin-N-Cryin on 4fl5 at UNC-Chapel
Hill's Memorial Hall; Bob Dylan, 4fl6.
King Street Palace; and Pink Floyd/Classic' Rock Laser Light Show, 4/27,
Kingstreet Plaza.
May
Cheap Trick, 5/1, Raleigh Showcase; Jeff
Healey Band, 5{l, Center Stage; Crosby,
Stills and Nash, 5/3, Lakewood
Amphitheatre; Bob Dylan, 5/4, Winston
<:olisuem Annex, and 5/5, Raleigh Civic
Center, Jeff Healey Band, 5/10, Showcase; Scorpions, Great White, and Trixter,
5/14, Greensboro Collisuem, 5/15, Charlotte Coliseum, and 5/18, Lakewood
Amphitheatre; Steppenwolf, 5/14, IDusions, 5/17, Long Branch, 5/18, Beatty's
Music Garden, and 5/19, Cowboys; Re-

•

ec 0

Concert Co

plattlMDts with special guestJellyfi ,5/ Tuesday; On Foot' t G~
e, e ery
I5,Showcase; Replac
ts,5{lI,Censer Wednesday; T
ads, e ery Thursday;
Stage; Chris Isaa , 5fl2, The Boathouse; J&J Jazz itb Joe Long, e ery Friday; and
Steve Win ood, 5{l6, Carowinds Palla- Gr~ Seibert, every Saturda .
dium; and POiSOD, 5/27, Lakewood
Amphitheatre.
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Plantattion ~LJIb'"

Plantation Lounge-Quarter Line (oountty and rock), Thmsdays, Frida , and Sat-

TI...-",~ un

urdays.

Ju

oo&'631Atlantis 19bdife;
GUDS- -RoseswithspecialguestS •
• Atlantis ightlife - Myrtle Beach - 44 4200
6(23, OwlotteColiseum; B y Joe Ro
6(27, CowOOys.
Beatty's - Winston Salem .C.
The Boathouse - 0001, a
Carowinds Pavilion - Charloue, .C. - 704July
Yes on 7/9 at Lakewood Amphitheatre;
588-2606
George Jones, 7/11, Cowboys.
Center Stage - Atlanta - 404-249-6400
Concert Line - 919~1- 329
Aupst
.
Co boys - mil Myrtle Beach - 272- 5448
Merle Haggard on 8/1 at Cowboys; and lliusioos - Charleston - 803-747-3357
I.-y Bull'et, 8{3, Lakewood Theatre.
King Street PabK:e - Charleston - 803-5174500
Rick's Cafe-Stormy Mo day BI es Lakewood Amphilheatre - Atlanta - 404igb~ every Mooday; The Toac , every
249-6400

TheGuess

For more inform .
WKZQat

AT BARFFOOT L,T1U

--

College Night --

--

Reggae ight

0

cover for students with college ID

April 26 -- "See Spot Run"
-- $6.50 pitchers of Long Island Iced Tea and Electric Lemonade

-- Live entertainment with " Judge

no "

Wednesday, April 24 - Kevin Sheilds

Saturday, April 7 - "See Spo

Thursday, April 25 - "One Pony Trick"

Sunday, April 28 - ''The

Friday, April 26 - "See Spot Run"

Thursday,

Friday, May 3 - ''The

ullets"

ay 2

un

ad"

evin h ild

r~

"',LlU ...
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Let's Do
Lunch
By TRISH GRANT AND DEBBIE RAHN
Staff Writers

This week we went to Cajun Joe's and K&J's Ice
Cream. They are located on 501 toward Myrtle Beach about
a mile from the college.
At Cajun Joe's I had a two-piece dinner, two pieces of
roasted chicken, a biscuit, tea and some cajun rice. I was not
crazy about the rice, but everything else was fine. Debbie
had chicken strips, rice, biscuit, and soda. She liked her
lunch as well, but not the rice.
We then moved over to K&J's. I had a two scoop
sundae with hot fudge sauce, whip cream, nuts and a cherry
on top. Debbie had a sundae, as well, only she had marshmallow cream. Although K&J's offers many varieties of
yogurt, our sundaes were ice cream and they were excellent
K&J's is also makes ice cream cakes and pies to take home.
Yom!
Any of you who are heading out of town on 501 should
consider stopping at Bob's Restaurant in Aynor. Heading
out of Aynor on 501, Bob's is located on the right side of the
highway, across from Aynor Manufacturing. Mary and
Larry Mudd run the place, and they have the best "home
style" breakfast this side of home. The atmosphere is cozy
and friendly, and the price is right. Just about any breakfast
for two is less than six dollars. They also have short orders
for lunch: burgers, fries, and chicken dinners; all served
with a generous portion of southern hospitality.
Ratings:
Cajun Joe's
Atmosphere **
Price
****
Location
*****
Food Quality ****
***
Service

Bob's
Atmosphere *****
Price
*****
Location
***(but worth the drive)
Food Quality *****
Service
*****

K&J's
Atmosphere ***
Price
*****
Location
*****
Food Quality *****
Service
*****

Classic designer clothing
for men and women,
at savings of 30%-500/0

.CREW
FACTORY

STORE

Outlet Park at Waccamaw, Mall No.1, Myrtle Beach (803) 236-8739

EA THDAYEVE

April 2

991

I TE
SPACE AVAILABLE
FIVE MORE ST DE

M~XICO
La Experiencia Mexicana - This fiveweek Spanish language and Mexican
literature course will be USC Coastal's
ftrst summer program in Guanajuato.
Guanajuato, 250 miles northwest of
Mexico City, rests in a beautiful gorge
cut out of the mountains. Students who
have completed Spanish 102 or its
equivalent are eligible to enroll in this
six credit hour program. Side trips to
Mexico City and San Miguel de
Allende are planned. Students will
depart Conway on May 11, 1991 and
return June 17, 1991. The cost for this
program (including airfare, room and
board and tuition) is $1950.00.

For additional information contac Geoff Par on ,349-2054 or i il
the Office of International Programs behind the Singleton BUilding.

HUNTMA~T!n

1AnM

ENERGY

• HOSPrTAUTY INQUSTftY GOl.D CLUB-

Complete Huntseat
Equestrian Facility
Quality Horses for the Discriminate
Rider. Reasonable Rates.
Weekly and Monthly Lesson Plans
Monthly Lease Programs; Boarding

,

JUMPS,TRAI

LIGRTEDRI G

LocaI~ GoId Card.Members E%T ••••

* Year Round Discounts * Up To 25% Off Per Vis'
At Over 30 Of The Grand Strands Hottest Spots
* 2 For 1 Specials Free Admissions
Here Are Just A Fe Discounts

Offered...
Hooters .... 10% Off Chedd
Smid*Dre's ...2O% Off All Foodl
Dr. Munchies .... 10% Off All Foodl
Atlantis ight Ufe.... 1/2 Off Reg. Admission!
Boardwalk Restaurant..Buy 1 Lunch, Get 1 Freel

And an. a
GREAT a ue
2 .
25% OFF WITHTEUSAD.I!!
Cards AvaDabIe @ SoDDds FamIliar
BDDmies, or for .FREEDt:Iivel7 DIU

2:16-.1558 TODA YI
JEAN WHITTON

650-5585
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Thee
Party
Cab
347-6936

~

Ewn if the other guys

had this "two good
deal, you've gx to
wonder:
how fresh is it
if you can't get it

Luxury for Less
Featuring
Lincolns & Cadillacs
for the price of a cab

delivertd
in 30 minutes?

Cali Us!

~fa/f(Q(q

248-3646
1223 16th Ave., Conway
Hours: 11:00 a.m.-midnight Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.rn.-2:00 a.m. Fri.&Sal

P~QtOf~a;~?

IT'S TIME FOR DOMI

-----,

-----0IIIIa'..,,.

BY

J caB . .
or
oripa.I pizza ... m:eiYe 1WO

I

FREE serrilal at Ceca
dallk0l'4IItc..u..

a's PIZZA~

I
I
I
I

448-5202

MYRTLE BEACH

Super

TONE
FREE
with the purchase of a
an~Clrsltr
~a%a
. ...
.

SayVillag8

I

-~

.~.

365~'1501

· 3"7~7501
r-- - -- Any -

one month

----I

Footlong Sub"

===0'.:= ~

r-Any Regu1~ 6,;Sub-'

II

.

For Just

=~
. :L~:;:;:r

I

I

II Jllll'pr= ~ ""'1""1"1 off If II c=.-:-~ !W99
""""1
I
L--","~~~...:.ap~~al!'::'l~l L~th~~...:.~~~ay3!.:1~1
- . - . ------ . --~

r---------j

I Buy A Sub & 22 oz 1?rink, I I
Buy Two
I
Get Another Sub For Only I J Foot Long Subs &c Get One I
I c.. nIJI&'--kII'I""
.
J =-=.:a.~
~
I
I
J
crl ......
I ........
Z2C114nU.
I I
"
",~

_~~!:~~~ay32.:~1 L~~=!:~~~~!!.l~l

!~ff.
• =.~- .

I

TANNING
PLAN
For

. $4900

a mO.

/

A limited number wID be sold
at this super price

The -Conway Tan
For1410 All
Seasons
Mil Pord Rd., CorrNay, S.C.
(Besk:Je Food lion)

248-5194

